KEEPING EVERYONE SAFE DURING COVID-19
COVID-19 ADDENDUM TO CHILD PROTECTION POLICY
1. Limit class capacities
We have limited our camp capacities at our workshops and schools. Local teams will implement
the latest social distancing requirements at all times.
2. Group Bubbles of up to 15 children
We are operating the Group Bubble system which will include a maximum of 15 children and 2
Group Leaders whilst maintaining our ratios of 1:8 (3-7yrs old) and 1:12 (over 8’s). Our Group
Bubbles will remain consistent each day and will avoid mixing with other groups.
3. Programme Adjustments
We have suspended and replaced some of the team sports and given thought to all sessions to
ensure that we can reduce contact and shared equipment as much as possible within bubbles.
Only one Bubble per activity area will be allowed at any one time. Our timetable has been
adjusted so that groups will no longer mix for a collective warm down game and in order that
groups can be kept separate at all times. Cleaning products such as sanitizing wipes, antibacterial spray and paper towels are on hand for each coach at every session and the timetable
allows for wiping down of equipment at the ned of each session. Weather permitting, we will be
spending most of time in the outdoor environment and making use of our host schools’ grounds.
4. Onsite Signage
Floor signs and tape systems will be used where queuing is necessary, especially in the
Temperature Check and Sign in/out areas to ensure families are able to socially distance. We will
have abundant signage explaining our adapted processes as well as reminding all those on
campus to keep the highest levels of hygiene and adhere social distancing requirements.
5. Personal Protective Equipment
Our teams will be issued with Personal Protective Equipment to enable them to carry out their
roles safely this term. When you arrive at camp our teams in the Sign In/Out areas will all be
wearing full face clear visor masks to allow for that friendly interaction that you come to expect
from the MultiSports Team. Throughout the day all of our teams have a Personal Protective
Choice to wear company issued face masks. For more intimate care including first aid our teams
have access to disposable aprons, masks and gloves.
6. Hygiene & Enhanced Cleaning Measures
Every student and team member will use the available hand sanitiser at registration, throughout
the sessions and before departure. Students will be reminded to wash their hands thoroughly
between each activity. Soap will be readily available in hand washing areas. Hand sanitiser will be
accessible at each sign-in desk for every child to use when they enter and leave campus. In
addition, numerous hand sanitiser stations will be accessible at locations throughout each school
site and our team will also be issued with personal hand sanitiser.
Surfaces, toilets and high touch areas (e.g. door push plates, door handles) will be cleaned with
disinfectant every hour - led by the Principal and persons specifically employed for this purpose.
Extra time at the end of each activity will allow for all children and employees to wash their hands
or use hand sanitiser as well as wiping down equipment/resources that have been used and
storing them correctly for the next group to use.

7. COVID Secure Camps
It is the responsibility of everyone to ensure that they do not attend classes if they have and/or are
displaying any symptoms of COVID-19. Equally, no one should attend if they have come into
contact with anyone who has tested positive for or shown symptoms of COVID-19 in the 14 days
prior to attending. All parents will be sent a waiver release form pertaining to COVID to complete,
sign and return. We have an isolation procedure for anyone who develops symptoms whilst they
are on site. We will call parents immediately to come and collect their child. Whilst a child is
waiting for collection they will be kept under adult supervision and 2 meters apart in the isolation
room. Upon collection you will be advised to take them straight home and not to the GP,
pharmacy, urgent care or hospital. In emergency call 999 otherwise the advice is to arrange a test
and this can be done by contacting NHS 119. If you get a negative result but your child is still
showing symptoms, they must remain home. If they are not showing symptoms, then you may
return with proof of a negative result. If a positive result, you must notify the principal of your
MultiSports School. Please note, if a bubble has to self- isolate for 14 days due to a confirmed
case, MultiSports Schools will not be able to provide any refund.
8. Contactless sign in and sign out
We will be operating a contactless Sign In/Out procedure. Our students will have allocated doors
for entry / registration and pick up in order to minimise contact between bubbles. You will be
advised of which entry you need to use for your child by the school Principal in your confirmation
of place e-mail. Our coaches will sign children in using an electronic register. As usual, we will
need to know who is collecting and, if this is not a parent, a letter of consent is required which
must include the full name, relationship and contact details of the person collecting. Our socially
distanced Sign In/Out areas will be strictly managed to ensure they don’t become too busy but
please note it may take slightly longer to sign in than normal. Parents / carers are NOT permitted
to enter any buildings.
All bookings must be made online or via the phone in advance.
Onsite bookings will not be accepted.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------We will continually work to keep our procedures up to date following the latest government
guidance, which can be found here: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/coronavirus-covid-19information-for-the-public.
A copy of our full child protection policy can be found here: View Child Protection Policy
We are all responsible for following the official advice, so we recommend that you check the latest
guidance via this link and ensure you adhere to all of the relevant guidance. If you have any
questions about our procedures, please contact your MultiSports School Principal directly or The
MultiSports group head office who can be reached on 0844 3350450 or e-mail:
enquiries@multisports.co.uk

